Abstract-Real-time applicationisone of the internet-based applications that function with in a time frame that require a quick response between client and server. It has been improved to fulfill user's demand towards Next Generation Network(NGN), by injecting intensive and media-rich elements in the applications. All these innovations need sufficient bandwidth to ensure them to be delivered continuously, smoothly and successfully to the end users. However, current scenario has seen the internet population has raised rapidly so does the potential size of its traffic hat give significant impact to the online service. Hence, an efficient infrastructure is required to satisfy the demand of internet applications such as multimedia streaming. In this paper, we describe a frame work to allocate a temporary server to serve local clients within the same network domain during high traffic. This proposal has been tested on video streaming application to see the continuity of the service.
I. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, the popularity of internet application has brought to the proliferation of internet used. The variety of media social application for instances Facebook, Twitter and Instagram as well the evolution of mobile phone resulting to the exponential of internet traffic in Next Generation Network (NGN) [1] today. As it is portable and handy, it is becoming a medium for various businesses purposes for anytime and anywhere. Likewise, the demand for internet services is increasing and not solely limited to static applications, but demand for dynamic content applications has grown up exponentially.
As for the real-time dynamic content (e.g.real-time media streaming) [2] , it requires immediate response from the server so as the service is continuously supplied. However, as the internet grows, so does the potential size of the traffic and the impact is significant to a real-time application.The real-time application must be functioned within a time frame that the user senses directly. In addition, the latency must be less than the defined value, usually measured in a quick second [3] . However, the satisfactory rate of delivery media streaming to the bandwidth offered by the network is not always able to meet the demand [4] - [6] . As a consequence, an adaptive approach should be considered in order to handle the exponential of internet users, and to fulfill the demands towards the real-time applications.
In order to satisfy such target, we proposed a solution to reduce and distribute traffic by diverting client's request from the primary server to the local alternative server instead of only pointing to one source of server. This approach is by remotely allocates a temporary server at local area that is near to the client domain network. This temporary server is allocated during network high congestion and it is done by primary server at a runtime.
The temporary local server will serve the group of client in the same domain network.This method is diverse to the previous approaches such as Peer-to-Peer (P2P) networking, Content Delivery Network (CDN) and Replication/cache server [7] - [9] . The previous solutions are not practical due to high cost to allocate the physical server, high maintenance and also need to verify the accurate location of the servers. In contrast, our proposal is more cost saving as we need only some space temporary during the network congestion and the server will return back to the primary server once the task of serving client's request have accomplished.
II. PROBLEM SCENARIO AND SOLUTIONS Fig. 1 shows a scenario of the current problem in public network. All clients are pointing to primary server that located at public network. Network traffic becomes more congested whenever the numbers of clients increase. Due to this scenario, it will reduce the efficiency of internet service offered. This problem will be solved by reducing the direct connection from clients to the origin content server (Primary Server) which is resides at public network, as shown in Fig.  2 .
Based on some threshold value, clients will be redirected Temporary Server for Service Continuity in Next Generation Network Rajina R. Mohamed to the temporary server allocated which resided at local network nearby the clients during network congestion. Secondary Server will act as server local clients in the same network domain instead of pointing all to the Primary Server. This secondary server will serve local clients as good as served by the Primary Server. This will increase the efficiency of internet service by avoiding network traffic congestion during peak time. If the primary server found traffic at that time had been reduced, then the primary server will call back the local client or a local client will be removed from this time, and the primary server will act as a streaming server. 
III. PROPOSAL IMPLEMENTATIONS

A. Proposal Architecture
Our proposal is divided into four main components: Primary Server, Secondary Server, Traffic Manager and Clients. Fig. 3 shows the main components of the proposal. Primary Server acts as a source of contents that is requested by clients, resided at public network. Secondary Server is a temporary content provider resided at local area network that will serve local clients during high traffic. Traffic Manager is a component that is to get all information of request-response activity between clients and server as well as to record all clients' information. Traffic Manager will update all connected and disconnected clients either to the public network or local network. The redirection process from Primary Server to Secondary Server is decided by Traffic Manager. In this paper, the decision to redirect to the Secondary Server is done by Traffic Manager by calculate the number of clients. The redirection must obey the condition by (1), as in:
is more than defined threshold value, , then Traffic Manager will trigger the Secondary Server to take place of streaming the video. Secondary Server wills response back to the Traffic Manager with its streaming address. The streaming address of Secondary Server will be informed to all clients in the same network group so as clients will request the service from Secondary Server. Consequently, the connection to the Public Server will be terminated.
B. System Flowchart
Our system proposal is further explained by the flowchart in Fig. 4 . The prototype is started with all clients request for streaming to the Primary Server, and throughout the time Traffic Manager will capture the IP address of all clients, their gateway as well as the address of streaming server. All such information is important in order to divert the stream to local client when necessary. Traffic Manager will also count the number of clients that request a service from Public Server until it exceeds the threshold value. When the number of clients detected exceeds the threshold value, Traffic Manager will notify Secondary Server to take place to serve the local client. Next, Traffic Manager will notify the client about the address of the Secondary Server. After receiving notification from the Traffic Manager of the new address that is closer to them, then clients will begin to redirect the request to the local server now clients are being connected to the Secondary Server, while continue watching the video. Consequently, the clients' connection to the Primary Server will be terminated.
C. Proposal Testbed
A testbed for our proposal has been setup to see the impact of temporary secondary server to the continuity of service during high traffic. The end target of this experiment is to see the continuity of the service among clients when they had been connected to the temporary secondary server without any service interruption. Basically, the server redirection process is transparent to the clients.
In order to see the seamless service, we have tested it on online video streaming application as video streaming application is more delay sensitive and it requires continuously streaming delivery throughout the session. Furthermore, the video streaming session can be perceived by the end users. We make use VLCJ [10] in order to provide a client-server video streaming. The VLCJ is an open-source, code was customized in order to fulfill our target.
Three laptops with Ubuntu pre-installed were used in this experiment. They were function as Primary Server, Traffic Manager, Secondary Server as well as clients. Primary Server and Secondary Server were installed with VLC Media Player as a streaming server that can act to serve video streaming for clients.Both Primary and Secondary Server were setting with IPv4 address, 192.168.0.103 and 192.168.0.101 respectively. One laptop was programmed as Traffic Manager to manage all clients' activities and also to measure network traffic. There are three clients involved in this experiment named as Client1, Client2 and Client3. However, to simplify the connection process for the proofof-concept, all the three laptops were also used as clients throughout the time. Fig. 5 shows the testbed of the proposal while Fig. 6 depicts the actual setup of the testbed in our lab. 
D. Proposal Testbed Plan and Result
All components architecture as shown in Fig. 5 will communicate to each other to realize the streaming service. Test plan scenario will take place as follows:
 Run Primary Server to stream the video contents.  Run Secondary Server and Traffic Manager.  Run Client 1 and Client 2 simultaneously, to get streaming content from Primary Server.
 After some point, run Client 3 to see the continuity of the service once the content server is hand off from Primary Server to the Secondary Server. The system has been run and executed more than 15 times to get the consistence result. Fig. 7 shows the result captured by Wireshark application [11] . The result shows that the source of UDP session has changed from 192.168.0.103 to 192.168.0.101. For the testing purpose, we ask a few users to experience the quality of streaming before and after the handover before and after traffic congestion. During the server handover from 192.168.0.103 (Primary Server) to 192.168.0.101 (Secondary Server), user did not facing any delay or video distortion. From the user perspective, the session has run smooth and seamless without any interruption. Besides, users did not facing any video lagging or content delay while the experiment was conducted.
IV. CONCLUSION
We have proposed a method to reduce network traffic for the purpose of improving the efficient of internet service, especially during high congestion. The proposed system has been tested on a video stream to see the effectiveness of online service continuity. Result shows the current online session continues uninterrupted and without delays. This shows that the proposal can be applied to an online system such as online assessment and also any other internet service that require quick request-response. This is an initial study for this proposal and the objective of the experiment has been achieved. To enhance the current study, we will conduct simulation as well as experimental study that will cover more clients and various domain sub network.
